• Welcome

• TTUSD Meeting Norms:
  ➢ Listen fully and reflectively
  ➢ Practice forming new habits of mind
  ➢ Hold experiences & revelations of others with care
  ➢ Challenge the limits of your potential
  ➢ Monitor your personal technology
  ➢ Be responsible for your impact on the room
  ➢ HAVE FUN!

• Good news to share?

• District updates - Carmen Ghysels

  • Why we had to pivot to Distance Learning in late November

  • What the Regional Stay at Home Order issued December 3, 2020 means for us (nothing)

  • Timeline for returning to hybrid instruction

  • Independent Study and skier contracts

• Around the table - school updates

• Upcoming 2020-2021 committee meeting dates:
  January 21, 2021
  February 18, 2021
  March 18, 2021
  April 22, 2021
  May 13, 2021
  June 15, 2021

Thank you!